Wight Rapid Transit
A recent report of possible London Transport economy measures should cause
concern on the Isle of Wight. It is proposed to defer ordering new stock for the
Jubilee Line, which would require the 1938 tube stock to work on the Bakerloo Line
until the late 1980s. It had been anticipated that this stock would be available for
use on the Isle of Wight within the next few years. While the 'Vec' and 'Tis '
units have lasted remarkably well, can they be expected to serve for another ten
years? The driving trailer coaches will be sixty years old in 1985 and the other
vehicles are little younger. It is significant that in recent years several cars have
been in store, even during the summer, and 'scratch' rakes have become more
common.
Unfortunately, no other suitable second-hand stock is likely to be available,
1956 Wirral stock would probably be satisfactory, but unless Merseyside PTE has
an unexpected fit of munificence and pays for more class 507 units, this will be
required in Liverpool for several more years. Similarly, there are no plans to
replace the Waterloo & City stock, and this would not be ideal for use on the Island.
If serviceable 1938 tube stock is not available within a few years, it seems
that the choice of new stock or closure will have to be faced. It is important
that this problem is dealt with soon, for increasingly unreliable rolling stock would
lead to an increasingly unattractive service, resulting in reduced traffic and an
excuse for total closure.
We reject the choice of closure, and British Rail would appear to have done
the same, for the list of lines considered to be possible candidates for closure,
which was published in "The Guardian" last November, did not include Ryde to
Shanklin. A recent report, commissioned by British Rail, to study the effects of
rail closures, came up with the hardly surprising conclusion that former rail users
did not regard a bus as an adequate substitute for a train. It is hard to see buses
coping with the Island's summer holiday traffic, and something would have to be
provided to work the service on Ryde Pier. Furthermore, when closure was last
rejected by the Minister of Transport the importance of railways for the future was
barely perceived and energy conservation was a rarely discussed topic
Fortunately, a suitable basic design for new rolling stock is already available.
The Isle of Wight does not really need the "heavy" stock used elsewhere on British
Rail; light rapid transit would be adequate (so long as the cars were heavy enough
to resist the sea and wind on Ryde Pier). A third rail version of Tyne & Wear
metro-cars would appear eminently suitable for use on the Island, particularly as
one-man operation would improve the economics of the railway. Trains would
probably be shorter, but more frequent.
Where does the money come from to purchase new stock? If British Rail
and the Department of Transport are unable to come up with adequate funds, could
not the County and District Councils on the Island contribute? They would, no
doubt, object to closure of the line. In some rural communities money has been
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Denys Fletcher
It is with great regret that we must record the untimely death, at the early
age of 59, of one of our longest-established members, Denys Fletcher of Edinburgh.
Better known as the President of the Southern Railways Group, an organisation with
which the SEG has always enjoyed a close and good relationship, Denys was
largely responsible for the expansion and diversification of the SRG His organisational capabilities enabled it to provide a range of services largely complementary
to those of the SEG. He also provided background assistance in the early days of
the "Foxley" slides, without which they would never have 'got off the ground'. He
will be sorely missed.

Meeting Report
Following the morning visit to East Wimbledon depot on Saturday 19 April

(reported elsewhere), an afternoon meeting was held at Surbiton library. The
attendance was encouraging, particularly as the weather was more appropriate for
a day on the beach than a slide show!
Alan Holmewood presented a slide review of the last ten years, covering the
Group's activities and other events on the Southern Region. Special attention was
given to scenes that are no more, which meant not just 'Bil 's and 'Cor's in
regular service, but the "Brighton Belle" and "Golden Arrow", classes 71 and 74,
gas lights and green enamel signs, and semaphore signals in many areas where
there are now colour Iights.
The possibility of holding regular meetings in South West London and forming

a branch to serve the area was raised. The level of attendance suggested that
regular meetings would be worthwhile, so watch for further announcements
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Photo Spot
1980/81 PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION

Once again, the competition entries may be colour transparencies, colour
prints or black & white prints, and members may submit up to ten of each type
of photograph. This year photographs may depict any railway subject, but must
illustrate the themes "Close Up" or "Contrast", Within the overall limits to the
number of entries, it does not matter how many photographs come within these
two categories, ie all entries could illustrate one theme only, or there could be
half of one and half of the other, or any other combination.
"Close Up" does NOT provide an excuse to submit lots of front three-quarter

views of trains with hardly any background showing!

Interesting shots of parts of

trains (or railway buildings or other items of railway equipment) are more likely

to be successful - but this is a subject where an unusual view of a familiar object
should receive special consideration. Entrants should try not to resort to "freaky"

views with wide-angle lenses though.
"Contrast" should provide plenty of scope, for so many contrasts can be seen
on railways - old and new, clean and dirty, steam and electric, sunshine and shadow,
and many more. However, do not overlook the fact that an interesting picture is
required. An end-on view of a 'Sub' and '508' in adjoining sidings would provide
a fairly obvious contrast, but might be rather dull as a picture

The rules will be as for previous competitions (and will be repeated later
this year) . It is anticipated that entries will be displayed following the 1981 AGM
and the closing date for entries will be announced when the AGM date is finalised.

Prizes will be awarded depending on the number and quality of entries in each
category, and the competition will be judged by Greg Beecroft.
Further details will be published later, but you now have enough information
to enable you to go out and take the prize-winning photograph! Incidentally, we

hope for an increase in the number of black and white prints submitted, so...
DEVELOPING BLACK & WHITE FILMS

Hints on night photography by Geoff Warren appeared in "Live Rail" 43; that
piece implied use of colour film, but what is wrong with black and white? No
known colour film is fade-proof, and negative film is much more flexible in

application than transparency. Moreover, "do-it-yourself" procedures are much
more easily applied to processing of black and white film, and producing prints
therefrom, than is the case with colour film. This is a fundamentally satisfying
idea and, in practice, a most rewarding expansion of the art of the railway photographer. Not only that, the results in the form of black and white prints are much

.more readily accepted for publication;
Many otherwise keen photographers are probably put off the idea of doing
their own black and white processing "because it's complicated, and the equipment

would cost too much - and anyway I have not got a dark room". All of these fears
can be overcome.
Taking the last point first, a darkroom is necessary for making prints, but is
not essential for film processing as a standard developing tank is light-tight itself.
The only time when light proofing is required is when the exposed film is transferred
from it's casette to the tank. I do this late at night (so there are fewer lights outside)
in a darkened living room. A few experiments will soon show whether or not you
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can achieve the necessary total darkness easily. If not, light-proof changing bags
are available, and the operation can be carried out in one of these,

I would recommend that the novice should start by processing films only,
and not printing, if for no other reason that a darkroom is unnecessary and no costly
equipment is required. A straightforward developing tank, photographic thermometer
and some form of measure are the essential items. A watch with a second hand will

suffice if your budget does not run to a stopwatch. However, do not think that
absolute precision is essential; photographic chemistry requires a degree of care,
but not split-second accuracy! Levels of dilution of chemicals and temperature
are easier to determine and, again, normal care is all that is required.
There are two main types of developer; powder which you dissolve in water,
and concentrated liquid which you dilute. A great variety of brands can be obtained
of each type. Powders need a little more effort to prepare, but I find them more
reliable to use, and they keep better, I have recently used a bottle of llford ID11
developer which I made up a year ago, with perfect results! However, there are no
hard and fast rules, and a little experimentation will be well worthwhile. You will
find that llford developer only quotes development times for llford films, and likewise with Kodak. If you can buy another manufacturer's chemical you will probably
get times for most films. However, llford ID11 is basically the same as Kodak D76,
Kodak Plus X is the same as llford HP5, and likewise for other ratings of film.
When in doubt, with fresh developer at 20 C, try 8-10 minutes and see what results
you get.

After developing the film, you next rinse it either with fresh water or one of the
proprietary stop baths to remove traces of developer (I find two water rinses quite
adequate) and then "fix" it. The development process brings out the image on the
film, but unexposed light-sensitive material must be treated to retain the image
when exposed to light. Proprietary fixing solutions are available, or you can make
up your own easily and very much more cheaply. Dissolve a couple of dessertspoonsful
or so a sodium thiosulphate ("hypo") in about a litre of water and when it is all
dissolved add a tea
spoonful of sodium metabisulphite. The latter hardens th
and protects the image and the former is the fixing agent itself. The more specialist
photographic shops should stock these chemicals, otherwise try your local chemist
(and explain what you want them for!).
After fixing the film you can open the tank, and then you must rinse the film
in running water for at least 30 minutes to remove all trace of chemicals. Then,
a final rinse with a drop of detergent (in hard water areas to prevent water-marks)
and you can hang your film up to dry.

WIGHT RAPID TRANSIT

raised locally to pay for stations to be re-opened or improved, and there is no
reason why the same principal could not be adopted for rolling stock. Lotteries
can raise remarkable sums - especially with lots of visitors to sell tickets to!
If the local community did pay for new light rapid transit stock, it might
be appropriate for the County Council to assume responsibility for the line. The
principal would be no different from municipal operation of trams and trolleybuses.
Indeed, the Tyne & Wear metro-cars are designed to be suitable for street
operation, which would open up some most interesting prospects on the Isle of
Wight,
We may be accused of flights of fantasy and daydreaming, but something
must be done about the Isle of Wight railway soon, before it goes into a fatal
decline.
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Visit to East Wimbledon TMD, 19 April 1980
The visit to East Wimbledon Traction Maintenance Depot came at a most
opportune moment, as depot staff were in the throes of commissioning new class 508
suburban units and learning how to maintain them. Some staff had undergone
preliminary training on class 313 units at Hornsey, for the two types are very similar.
In turn, staff at East Wimbledon are expecting visits from CM&EE staff from llford
T M D , prior to delivery of the class 315 units for the Shenfield line.
East Wimbledon is primarily responsible for maintaining the South Western
Division's suburban units, though it also has an allocation of '4Vep's. A road-based
breakdown gang deals with all incidents on lines from Waterloo to Epsom, Haslemere,
Basingstoke and Reading, though in the event of a serious mishap it is necessary to
call on the breakdown trains, with their cranes, from Stewarts Lane or Eastleigh.
Maintenance staff deal with bodywork, traction or mechanical matters.
"Bodywork" and "Traction" speak for themselves; the "mechanical" staff are
responsible for all non-traction matters below underframe level, that is wheels,

bogies, couplings and so on.

The "bodywork" staff are kept very busy by vandals,

compartment suburban stock being particularly vulnerable to wilful damage. The

suburban units are brought into the depot in turn to spend about a week being thoroughly
cleaned up. Graffiti, which cannot be dealt with in course of day-to-day cleaning, is
removed, ceilings are repaired and other vandalism made good. Sadly, units do not
remain in pristine condition for very long, despite the expenditure of considerable time
and money.

The party was able to thoroughly inspect a class 508 unit that was in the depot
for a 30 day examination. The units are examined every 15 days at East Wimbledon,
alternate examinations (30 day examinations) being more rigorous than the others.
At the time of the visit only one or two units were being examined daily, but only

twenty units had been commissioned then.
The staff were generally happy with the 508s, and indeed proud that their depot

had been selected to receive them. Bearing in mind the fact that neither operating
nor CM&EE staff were very familiar with the stock, the units were giving quite satisfactory service. There had been a number of problems with the anti-wheel slip
equipment, which operated on occasion when the wheels were not slipping, and with

the doors. However, the difficulty that seemed likely to cause the most significant
operating problem related to the couplers. As auto-connectors come together, studs
contact each other in order to complete electrical circuits between units, but this can
only be made to work if the units being coupled are both on straight and level track.
One of the units on shed had an auto-connector that had been damaged due to
attempted coupling on a curve. The locking bars had not lined up with the holes that
they are supposed to fit into, and had collided with a number of studs, damaging

them. The auto-connector certainly looked far less robust than the type fitted to
London Transport trains. In consequence of this problem, no units are being coupled
or uncoupled except at depots

Repairs are made difficult at present due to lack of spare parts for 508 units,
and 8005 is stripped of parts in order to provide spares for other units.

It is to be

hoped that the situation will improve once manufacture of all the units is complete.
The problem is exacerbated by the 508s having hardly any parts in common with other

Southern units.
A novel feature so far as the Southern is concerned is the units' solid wheels;
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they have no tyres. A circular groove, concentric with the wheel rim, indicates
how much metal can be removed by re-turning before the wheel set must be replaced,
A precise measurement was not made, but it looked as if the wheel radius could be
reduced by about 300 mm.
In view of the recent disputes at Hornsey TMD due to radio experiments with
class 313 units, it was most interesting to learn that all 508s are built with wiring

for "ship to shore" radio-telephone communication. Brackets to which radio
transmitters etc can be attached are mounted below the underframes of type ' X A '
trailer vehicles. The brackets are wrapped in padding and plastic sheeting at present
to avoid the risk of staff working below trains injuring themselves. It was also surprising to note that the AWS isolation switch is located inside the cab, as other types

of units are being modified so that the switch is outside the cab, to comply with
recommendations of the Railway Inspectorate.
508 units are maintained on roads 10 and 11 at East Wimbledon as these have
had side pits added to facilitate changing disc brake pads. It seems most shortsighted not to have provided side pits when the depot was built.

It is possible that

side pits will be added to all roads, though some modification to the original pits
will be necessary due to the floor cracking. Cracks are visible parallel with and outside the rails of roads over pits, suggesting that the sides of the pits are slowly
caving in under the weight of the trains.

It was possible to compare the 508 unit with a '4Sub' on an adjoining road.
At East Wimbledon they just love their 'Sub's; chunky, simple units that hardly
ever go wrong! The '4EPB ' units are viewed with nothing like as much favour.
Most of the equipment under the 'Sub' was covered in filth - mainly brake block dust •
and the copper on various contactors had oxidised, yet everything worked perfectly!
One could not help wondering how much of the rather delicate-look ing class 508 unit
equipment would function under such conditions.
A '4 Vep ' , newly out-shopped from Eastleigh Works, provided a further
contrast. It is sad to say that the standard of finish left something to be desired.
Discarded timber off-cuts had been left in a luggage rack, black paint had been
splashed on one cab end and various internal transfer notices had been replaced but
the old transfers had just been crossed out in blue crayon!
A number of '2Sap' units being reconverted to '2Hap's were also noted
within the depot
Outside the inspection shed '4PEP' unit 056 (ex4001) was mouldering in a

siding, its blue paintwork very faded. It had been tried out as "depot shunter",
but had not been a success. While 057 provides adequate test facilities it does not
seem likely that 056 will last for long. However, the unit has served its purpose,
as demonstrated by the 508 units in nearby sidings, to say nothing of similar
inhabitants of sidings at Hall Road, Hyndland and Hornsey!

To conclude, we must thank the British Rail staff who arranged the visit and
who showed us round and answered all of our questions. While the visit was at a
particularly interesting time for us, it was at a particularly busy time for them.
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Accident Reports
COLLISION AT WEST BYFLEET, 30th MARCH 1978

Most Southern electric multiple-units have three braking systems. The brake

normally used is the electro-pneumatic (EP) brake, where the supply of air from
the main reservoir pipe to the brake cylinders is electrically controlled. However,
the EP brake will not work if the driver's master control key is withdrawn as this
isolates the control circuits. The automatic air-brake is of the normal Westinghouse
type, whereby reduction of air pressure in the brake pipe causes a brake application.
As the valves on the automatic air-brake are mechanically operated the brake will
remain applied after the driver's master control key is withdrawn. Therefore, it is
essential that the automatic air-brake, and not the EP brake, is used when the
driver leaves a train. All air brakes will eventually leak "off", so there is a parking
brake that works mechanically on most units, which the driver also applies when
leaving a train, except when changing ends or being immediately relieved by
another driver.

The EP and automatic air-brakes are controlled from a single handle on the
driver's desk. The handle normally operates the EP brake only. The automatic
air-brake comes into use if selected by the driver, by means of a switch by the
brake handle, or automatically if the EP brake fails. Drivers are instructed to use

the automatic air-brake when working empty trains in order to obtain practise in its
use. The automatic air-brake may also be applied by means of the driver releasing
the master controller, thus activating the driver's safety device (DSD), popularly
known as the "dead man's handle". However, to allow for temporary loss of
pressure on the master controller, the DSD-activated automatic air-brake application
is released if the master controller is re-depressed within 5 or 6 seconds.
In his report, Major Rose finds that the collision at West Byfleet occurred

after a driver used the wrong procedure to apply the brake on 3 train at Woking, and
the train ran away. The train concerned was the 0856 empty stock from Waterloo to
Woking, which was formed '8Vep' 7716/7746. The driver used the EP brake on the
run down to Woking and made an EP brake application to bring the train to a stand in
the Down Through platform. Here he was to be relieved by another driver who would
join the train at the London end and drive it into Woking East Carriage Sidings. After

the train was stationary the driver applied the automatic air-brake by means of the
DSD and not by use of the brake handle. However, he re-depressed the master
controller almost immediately after releasing it, in order to withdraw his master
control key. Thus, the automatic air-brake application was released and the EP
brake was inoperative. The driver changed the headcode to show the red blanks and
left the train. As he did so he noticed from the brake pipe pressure gauge that
pressure was rising again and he assumed that the relieving driver had taken over
control at the other end of the train. As the driver left the train it started to move
towards London and he assumed that it was being driven into the sidings. However,

no driver was immediately available to take the train into the sidings and it was, in
fact, running away in the wrong direction on the Down Through line with nobody on

board.
Among the first people to realise that something was wrong was the shunter at
the East Carriage Sidings. A train in the Down Local platform was signalled into
the sidings, and when the shunter saw both this and the 0856 moving towards him

he feared a collision. He gave a signal for the trains to stop and the one on the
Down Local line did so.

The shunter then thought that the 0856 might be routed

onto the Up lines for some reason and tried to telephone Woking signal-box, The
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line was engaged, so he telephoned the station inspector instead. The station
inspector had seen the 0856 pass a shunt signal at danger, but had been unable to
do anything to stop it. He told the shunter that it appeared to be a runaway and
asked him to try and board it. The shunter ran after the train, but tripped and fell,

and thus had no chance of catching up with it.
The signalmen in Woking signal-box had observed from their panel that the

train appeared to be running away. The "train running away in the wrong direction"
bell signal was passed to Surbiton signal-box and the Down Through line signal at
West Byfleet placed at danger. A few moments later the 09 12 Waterloo to Alton

and Basingstoke ('12Vep' 7718/7744/7803) stopped at this signal and the driver
immediately telephoned the signalmen at Woking. He was advised that there was
trouble with a shunting move at Woking. The signalmen soon realised that something was seriously wrong, and the station inspector telephoned them to say that he
thought there was no driver on the runaway train. One of the signalmen recalled the

driver of the 09 12, advised him of the position and said that his passengers should
be detrained By this time the 0856 could be seen from West Byfleet, approaching
at about 20 mph.
The guard of the 09 12 went forward putting down detonators, in case there was
a driver on the 0856, and the driver and a leading railman started to get passengers
to leave the train. It was not possible to move the 09 12 back as another train was
stood at the signal in rear and there was a crossover with an unworked trailing point
in the Down Through line on the London side of West Byfleet. When the 0856 was
about 150 yards away the driver of the 09 12 returned to his cab in order to release
the brakes, thus reducing the force of the collision. Unfortunately, he did not have
enough time to do this, and was only just out of the cab when the 0856 ran into his
train. The driver suffered a head wound in the collision and four passengers who
were still on the 0912 were slightly injured. No vehicles were derailed, but a
number were damaged.
A further unsuccessful attempt had been made to stop the runaway. A motive
power inspector had set out from Woking in pursuit of it, in the cab of a train from
Exeter that was running on the Up Local line. The Exeter train did not catch up with
the 0856 until West Byfleet, when it was too late to prevent a collision.
The brakes of the 0856 were found to be in proper working order, and the
driver readily admitted that he had not secured the train in the authorised manner.
Major Rose emphasises the importance of securing modern rolling stock properly,
for roller bearings allow very free running, and the 0856 ran away on a gradient of
only 1 in397. The rules have now been amended, forbidding drivers to leave trains
on running lines, except at terminal stations and in bay platforms, until the
relieving driver is present If the relieving driver proceeds directly to another cab
he must immediately communicate with the driver being relieved by means of the
loudaphone equipment.
Major Rose praises all of the staff who attempted to stop the runaway train
and to reduce the force of the collision. He particularly commends the driver of

the 09 12 for returning to his cab as the 0856 bore down on him.
COLLISION AT HAMPTON COURT JUNCTION, 23rd FEBRUARY 1979

This collision occurred when the 1313 Hampton Court to Waterloo ('8Sub '
4662/4628) came into side contact with the late-running 1220 Alton/1228 Basingstoke to Waterloo ('4Vep/4Cig' 7708/7423) where the Up Branch line joins the
Up Slow line at Hampton Court Junction. In his report, Lt Col Townsend-Rose
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concludes that this was due to the driver of the Hampton Court train not observing
signals. The driver thought that the signal in advance of Thames Ditton station had
been showing a green aspect, as was normally the case when he passed it, but it
was actually showing a single yellow aspect. As he approached the signal in
advance of Hampton Court Junction the driver was watching drainage works which
were taking place by the Portsmouth Road, and he did not see the signal at all.
The signal was at danger.

The front of the Hampton Court train reached the points at the junction as
the rear unit of the Alton/Basingstoke train was passing over them.

By the time

that both drivers appreciated the situation it was impossible to prevent a collision.
The leading coach of '4Sub' 4662 hit the sixth coach of the Alton/Basingstoke
train (the second coach of '4Cig' 7423), scraped the seventh and eighth coaches,

and plunged down the embankment, coming to rest with its trailing end foul of the
Up Fast line. The second coach of 4662 was partially derailed and badly damaged,
and the third coach was slightly damaged. 7423 was quite seriously damaged.

There was also considerable track damage and the parapet of the bridge over Angel
Road was destroyed. Fortunately, nobody was injured when the parapet fell into

the street, but several house roofs were damaged by flying debris. Both the main
and stand-by signalling power cables from Hampton Court Junction substation were
severed, resulting in the failure of all signals from New Malden to near Woking.
Personal injuries were slight, only five passengers on the Alton/Basingstoke train
and the crew and one passenger on the Hampton Court train requiring treatment.
LtCol Townsend-Rose comments that the accident would almost certainly
have been prevented if the Hampton Court train had been equipped with AWS, but
he accepts that fitting the '4Sub' units with AWS at this late stage in their lives
could not be justified. The South Western Division plans for all of its units,
except the 'Sub's, to be fitted with AWS by mid-1980. The report mentions two
instances in 1973 when Hampton Court Junction Up Branch signal was passed at

danger, and one of these would also have been prevented if the train concerned had
been equipped with AWS.
Once again, train crews failed to use track-circuit operating clips to protect
lines. It is recommended that main and stand-by power cables should not follow
the same route, in order to minimise the risk of both being damaged simultaneously.

Book Review
SOUTHERN REGION UNUSUAL TRAIN SERVICES, 1980/81

By J F Chapter & B W Rayner.

Published by SEG. 22 A5 pages. 85p by post.

The third edition of this useful guide to the Southern's train services gives
details of the timetable effective from 12 May 1980. Trains that run via little-used
lines and routings that
and details are given of
shown in timetable 150
hauled trains are listed

cannot be ascertained from the public timetable are listed,
rolling stock used on all passenger services (even that trains
are all formed of Waterloo & City tube stock!). Locomotive
individually, with details of the class of locomotive

rostered for the duty and its home depot.
Many interesting and unusual services are listed. It is possible to travel on
the Southern by High Speed Train, for example. Those who like first class comfort

at second class fares will find many examples of composite units booked to work
second class only trains. For all those interested in Southern Region operations
this booklet is a "must".
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A Quick Change on
the Brighton, Line
I am not one of the myopic kind of railway enthusiasts who lose all interest
in any working as soon as it is provided by a multiple-unit train; nevertheless,
there is no denying that a loco-hauled train often has that little extra attractiveness,
whether it be from the quasi-scientific point of view of being able to pin a performance onto an individual motive power entity instead of onto the average of an assemblage of different power cars in one formation, or simply from the rarity value of any
locomotive turning up on a line where multiple-units are these days the almost
invariable offering. Nowhere is this more the case in both respects than on the main
lines of the Southern Electric system, where the uninitiated might think that Waterloo is the only London station which sees so much as a class 33 diesel. The truth
is that loco-hauled passenger trains - providing one is flexible about what constitutes
a passenger train - abound throughout the Southern for those who take the trouble to
find them.
Readers of this particular magazine will of course be more familiar with this
fact than most people, but it is worth reminding ourselves that locomotive workings
are not all found on the South Western Division. The Central Division has its class
33 workings on the Brighton/Exeter train, though this is one instance where the
replacement of a multiple-unit by loco-hauled stock actually made the working less
interesting, as those SEG members who went on the last Hastings unit run will, no
doubt, recall. ("Showing their gravity-assisted speed potential" it said in "Live
Rail" at the time, which I suppose is one way of describing screaming full tilt down
Honiton bank at 95mph.) It also has the Oxted line rush-hour workings to East
Grinstead and the one to Uckfield, and now the Manchester/Brighton trains - not
that load 7 and a bad path gives the class 47 power anything much to do. Formerly
the Bulleid electric locos could be found on the Newhaven boat trains. The South
Eastern Division's principal contribution is the "Night Ferry". No longer can class
71 be found on the 0300 Victoria to Ramsgate (though class 33s still appear on the
0330 to Folkestone, which actually goes to Dover Western Docks), but as a group
the newspaper trains have long been a fertile source of performance data for class
73. Indeed, unless one was lucky and got an emergency substitution on the Bournemouth line, the newspaper trains were, for many years, the sole source of class
73 performance at all so far as the ordinary passenger was concerned, and it is
this which brings me first to the Brighton line.
Now the Brighton line, for all its rush-hour bustle, is a place where things
happen slowly. Its electric services introduced in the 1930s saw little change in
the 30 years of its first-generation stock, and little more during the present pattern
of working. (By the standards of anywhere else, that is. I am reminded of the fit
of whining which the recent timetable recast facilitated among commuters on the
South Coast, and of the raucous contempt with which I saw it greeted in at least
one place where they are grateful for their three trains a day; Those who already
have most always want the most more.) The usual corollary also applies, that
timetables which change little demand less. The Central Division's present
reputation for too many stops making performance into sloth is one of long-standing
among train timers, and I recall also that no less an authority than Mr O S Nock
once committed to print the observation that no Brighton line fast could ever be
accelerated because it would catch up with the train in front.
In these circumstances the unusual working can go either way with the luck
of the pathing. For example, on the one hand the Norwood drivers are justly
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renowned for the smartness with which they work the class 33s on the relatively

uncongested Oxted line; equally no driver is ever going to bother even trying with
anything as badly pathed as the Brighton to Manchester workings, and quite right
too. Hence the further attractiveness of class 73 performance on the Brighton line,

where for many years their sole passenger workings were to be found on the early
morning newspaper trains to Brighton itself and to Eastbourne, with an additional
Sunday working to Horsham. Not everyone's idea of a passenger train - a solitary
BSK, sometimes heated, hidden at the front of a string of mostly four-wheel vans

up one of the more distant extremities of Victoria's platforms 15 and 16 - but
neither do they have any of the normal passenger train pathing problems in the dark

just before the dawn, and I have seldom had a run with them which was not worth
the effort of keeping awake for.
TABLE 1: 0320 Victoria to Brighton
Loco: E6003. Load: 11 vehicles, 224/245tons

m c
0

0

1 18
2 56
4 53
7 37

m s
0

VICTORIA

0

Battersea Park
Clapham Junction
Balham

2 15

Norbury

10
13
15
19
20

46
45
35
12
73

East Croydon
Purley
Coulsdon South
Merstham

0
2
5
8
10
13
17

74
62
71
45
77
9
2

Earlswood
Salfords
Gatwick Airport
Three Bridges
Balcombe Tunnel box
Balcombe

3
5
8
11
12

11
64
8
41
70

Keymer Junction
Hassocks
Clayton Tunnel South
Preston Park

REDHILL

HAYWARDS HEATH

BRIGHTON

3
6
9
12
15
18
22
25

speeds
_
50/53
50* /57
42*
68
47*

57
10
19
35
44 63/sigs22
41
25
21 68/69
_
26

2 31 sigs/35
67/76
4 26
77/78
6 55
70
9 7
54*
11 27
13 24 71/76
17 41
3 44 69/74
73
6 0
68/81
7 59
10 46 sigs/53
13 51

Faster of the two is usually

the Eastbourne, which drops off
vans en route. This train
actually gave me my record
speed for the line, on an
occasion when we left Three

Bridges with 150 tons, touched
92 mph crossing Ouse viaduct,
and stopped in Lewes 12 minutes

early. Definitely not your
average passenger train, I am
very glad to say. A harder job
in terms of power output if not

of nerves is the Brighton train,
which normally keeps the same
load throughout. Table 1 is a
typical run, with a load equal in

tonnage to seven ordinary
coaches, though the resistance
to atmosphere of the CCT and
PMV vehicles would be noticeably higher at speed. Apart
from the restriction on maximum
speed, the low-geared class 73/0
locomotive had no difficulty in
making a run of approximately
'Cig' standard overall, while

its peak performance at low
speed produced a start up to
Grosvenor Bridge and down to Pouparts Junction which was spectacular by any
standards.

Net times: 23¾ + 17¼ + 13 minutes

Table 2 is a typical 'Cig' run for comparison, actually made on a weekday
afternoon to the standard schedule, but very unusually getting into Victoria five
minutes early after only the minimum of delay from preceding locals. The Brighton
line has an excellent alignment, being built with long stretches continuously graded
at the round figure of 20 feet per mile (1 in264). It has three summits, at Merstham,
Balcombe Tunnel and Clayton, with low points at Horley and Wivelsfield. Thus it

provides plenty of opportunity for the fast workings to run and then cruelly exposes
their inability to do so, for, the same as 'Cep' and 'Vep' stock, the electrical
and mechanical gearing is far too low for this particular job. At its best the gearing
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TABLE 2: Brighton to Victoria interval fast
Units: 7307/7038/7336. 445/455 tons.

m c
0

0

1 29
4 62
7 6
9 77
12 70
16 63
18 75
21 27
24 1
27 10
28 78
33 18
35 62
38 13
40 18
43 27
46 11
48 8
49 46
50 64

speeds

m s
BRIGHTON
Preston Park
Clayton Tunnel South
Hassocks
Wivelsfield
Haywards Heath
BaIcombe
Balcombe Tunnel box
Three Bridges
Gatwick Airport
Salfords
Earlswood
Quarry Tunnel North
Coulsdon North
Purley Oaks
East Croydon
Norbury
Balham
Clapham Junction
Battersea Park
VICTORIA

0
2
5
7
9
11
16
19
21
23
25
27
31
33
35
37
40
43
45
47
50

0
18
39
31
36
44
1
19
19
19
33
5
12
11
0
11
41
45
39
30
3

_
53
66
80
85
78
pws30
57
78
87
80
61*
66
80/81
sigs77
sigs27
69/70
sigs/46*/70
56*/42*
49/50
_

can do wonders - for example
I have on record the attainment
of 56 mph up the 1 in 60 from
Maidstone to Bearsted - but on
any sort of express working the
tractive effort curve just rolls
over and dies. A sustained
speed around 70 mph for the
1 in 264 is about the par for this
course (cf. more like 84 mph
up the 1 in 252 at Micheldever by
a 12-coach 'Rep/TC' set with
not that much more power but
much more suitable gearing),
while the permitted 90 mph
maximum is something I have
yet to record in practice.

Both these runs were made
several years ago. Since then
the Brighton newspaper train
has lost its passenger accommodation now that passenger
services run all night, but little
else has changed Elsewhere
the demise of classes 71 and 74
Net time: 47 minutes
has brought the small electrodiesels regularly onto the demimonde passenger services of the other divisions, most notably the Channel Islands
Boat Train, and it might be thought that all performance interest would go with them.
This is certainly the case as far as maximum speed is concerned, since only the
Bournemouth line provides air-braked workings permitted to run at 90 mph and the
alignment on which to do it. Less certain is the effect of the Bournemouth line
higher voltage.

All other things being equal, higher voltage produces higher output within the
limits of what the motors can accept; at low speed, however, amperage usually
becomes a further limiting factor. In any given strength of electrical field the
amperage falls with the falling resistance to motion of the motors as their speed
rises and so can easily exceed its maximum permissible value if too much power is
applied on starting. The higher voltage of the Bournemouth line permits the same
work to be done for less amperage or more work for the same and so has its maximum effect at low speed where it is least use because too much amperage is available there anyway. A further consideration is the electrical gearing of the class 73,
in which the change from series to parallel grouping of the traction motors will in
theory produce a peak rail horsepower output of 3,800 at no more than 27 mph, on
top of the effect of four stages of field weakening in each mode of grouping. The
resultant curve of rail horsepower against speed, by comparison with that of the
similarly-rated class 33 diesel, will thus appear a very peculiar shape indeed to
anyone not used to such things, and the locomotives require correspondingly careful
driving to get the most out of them.
Where much of this theory fails to translate itself into practice for the
recorder in the train is simply that in a flat out performance completing the transition
through all four stages of field-weakening in both of the two modes by the time speed
reaches 43 mph, even with a full load on the boat train, it is all over in the first
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CLASS 73 LOCOMOTIVE WHEELTREAD HORSEPOWER CHARACTERISTICS
AT 750 LINE VOLTS

couple of minutes. No accurate calculation of horsepower output is likely over so
short a duration when the performance of class 73 on any line is affected so spasmodically and pyrotechnically by gaps in the conductor rail (never lean out of the
front window when leaving Victoria) or by the South Western drivers' habit of
crawling round the curve at Waterloo on diesel power. Consequently, the recent
performances of the class down to Bournemouth, though remarkable no less for
their consistency than for their expected slight superiority, left some of the
questions unanswered, and it is this which brings me to the Brighton line for a
second time.
The summer of 1979 saw a Brighton line innovation of, by Brighton line
standards, startling originality. One of those perennial shortages of main line
EMU stock had occurred, and to relieve the situation class 73 loco-hauled formations were put onto the Monday to Friday rush hour workings 0704 and 0806
Brighton to London Bridge and 1655 and 1755 return. For most enthusiasts the
attractiveness of these workings was their rarity value (cf. the turnout when electrodiesels were first used on that occasional Sunday joke working round the Kingston
Loop). For the performance enthusiast it was the configuration of the Brighton
line which was the attraction. The Southern is rightly criticised for the excessive
spread of stops made by its rush hour services, but the spread on these particular
workings includes restarts from intermediate stations with the minimum of conductor rail gapping while already on long stretches of continuous gradient. The stretches
are not so long by the standards of some lines, but just long enough to provide a
minimal basis for horsepower calculation in several places. It should therefore
be possible to obtain output results down below the 43mph level, or at least to get
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TABLE 3: 1755 London Bridge to Brighton
Loco: 73 101 Load: 8 coaches, 281/310 tons
m s

m c
0

0

LONDON BRIDGE

2 69
5 48

8 56

New Cross Gate
Forest Hill
Norwood Junction

10 30

EAST CROYDON

2
7
11
15
18
21
23
27
31

Purley
Quarry Tunnel North
Earlswood
Horley
Three Bridges
BaIcombe Tunnel Jn
Balcombe
Haywards Heath

79
0
20
29
71
23
35
28
8

BURGESS HILL

0

speeds

0

4 27
7 4
9 50
15 40

66
59/72
sigs68/0
_

4 27

63
66/78
pws37
80
75
64*
78/85
76*/sigs
_

8
12
16
18

9

24
3
49
20 53
22 39

25 34
29 29

2 4
4 28
7 61

Hassocks
Clayton Tunnel South
PRESTON PARK

3 11
5 24
9 30

64/72
_

1 29

BRIGHTON

2 53

47 max

60

Net times 12¼ + 28½ minutes to Burgess Hill
TABLE 4: 0806 Brighton to London Bridge
Loco: 73121. Load: 8 coaches, 286/315 tons

m c
0

0

m s

speeds

_
0
6 45 max

BRIGHTON

0

1 29

PRESTON PARK

3

3 33
5 57
7 61

Clayton Tunnel South
Hassocks

4 59
6 58
9 12

60
77/81
_

0 67
3 60

Wivelsfield

1 41

HAYWARDS HEATH

5 10

53/68
_

3 73

BALCOMBE

5 31

59 max

2 12

Balcombe Tunnel Jn
Three Bridges
Horley
Earlswood
Quarry Tunnel North
Purley

4 44

8
12
16
20
23

6
15
35
36
35

BURGESS HILL

EAST CROYDON

7 41

Norwood Junction
Forest Hill
New Cross Gate

10 30

LONDON BRIDGE

1 54
4 62

3
5
7
11
16
19
23

18
58
23
77
58
86
18 pws39
6
63
17 82/sigs
_
5

2
5
7
12

42
59
29 73/85
51 sigs 23/53
_
42

Net times from Balcombe: 21½ + 10¾ minutes
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a series of outputs which can
be averaged to give a truly
reliable figure.
Table 3 is a down run made
on a fine July evening in ideal
conditions - not least a path
which from Coulsdon to Haywards Heath gave six minutes
interval behind the previous
working (this applied to both
the 1655 and 1755). There are
two main exceptions to the
prevailing 1 in264 grade, the
one being at Star Lane where
the Quarry Line steepens to
1 in 165 down and 1 in 200 or so
up for some distance, the other
being the sudden pitch at 1 in 100
between New Cross Gate and
Forest Hill. Once again, a run
fully of 'Cig' standard was made
- the extra coach compared with
table 1 being balanced by the
narrower mechanical gearing of
the class 73/1. Particularly
enlightening was the relative ease
with which the top speed of 85
mph was reached on the modest
downgrade, showing firstly the
class 73 characteristic whereby
the low-speed change in the
electrical connections is also a
much less pronounced change
than on the EMU stock, and
showing secondly the relatively
small difference to performance
which the lower voltage makes
at high speed. The boat train
can exceed 90 mph on the
similar downgrade through Winchester but will only climb it
with this load at 70 mph or so,
against 66 mph attained on this
run on the steeper climb from
Coulsdon.
Table 4 is the up run the
following morning, but this time
in slightly less favourable conditions. Nothing to fetch the
water cannon for, but nevertheless
a little dampness of the rails was
enough to have the loco slipping

audibly at low speed. The lower horsepower figures in table 5 tell their own story
of the fall-off in effort generally, while the greater inconsistency in them than in
those from the down run confirms the reason for the slower acceleration from stops
- the locomotive being kept in series longer than usual to help keep the slipping
under control. Once fully under way the slipping ceased, and this locomotive also
proved capable of 'Cig' standard work with the usual fast spurt down to Horley and
a most unusual repetition down Brockley bank from which the driver had to throw out
the anchors for signals. As far as high speed is concerned the 0704 working running
non-stop from Burgess Hill to East Croydon has the better run at the dip in theory,
but once again on the Brighton line it is pathing which matters most, and the 0806
had the better of it the week I was there. The 0704 the previous day had made the
faster starts on a drier rail but was checked at Balcombe, Earlswood, Star Lane
and Forest Hill, and its top speed at Horley was 85 mph,
TABLE 5: Calculated horsepower output
Section

Gradient

New Cross Gate - Forest Hill
East Croydon - Purley
South Croydon - Purley
Earlswood - Salfords
Hassocks - Clayton
Preston Park - Clayton
Clayton - Hassocks
Copyhold Jn - Milepost 34½
Balcombe - Balcombe Tunnel Jn
Balcombe Tunnel Jn - Tinsley Green
Redhill Tunnel - Quarry Tunnel

100
264
264
264
264

up
up
up
up
up

264 up
264 down
264 up
264 up
264 down
*206 up

Speed

EDBHP/Speed

66/59
0/63
45/63
45/69
60/64

1,541 @ 62.8
1,413@ 40.3
1,619 @ 55.2
1,301 @ 60.0
1,159 @ 62.3

0/60
60/77
51/59
0/58
58/83
51/63

1,222 @ 41,1
1,047 @ 69.6
1,247@ 56.9
1,505 @ 39.1
941 @ 73.0
1,363 @ 56.9

* estimated average
1,407@ 56.1
1,221 @ 56.1
1,420@ 68.0

Average of five outputs on down run
Average of six outputs on up run
Traction motor continuous rating

So the theory crumbles to dust with a jerk and a flash out on the road, where
the pretty paper 3,800 rail horsepower comes down by about two-thirds to the
practical limit of adhesion. Unlike the fixed maximum ratios of a diesel-electric
locomotive (where the rail horsepower seldom exceeds about 75% of the engine
brake horsepower while the drawbar horsepower falls lower as speed rises), on the
class 73 it is certainly possible to obtain transitory maxima higher than the official
"1,600 horsepower", and plenty of examples are on record, (1,600 hp is actually
no more than the one-hour rating of the traction motors,) For a more representative
figure, however, I take the average of all outputs calculated across a good range of
speed, and as a rule of thumb the figure to which they should most nearly approximate is the traction motor continuous rating of 1,420hp at 68mph. Although none
of the individual outputs in table 5 is of a duration to give any better accuracy than
perhaps to plus or minus 50 hp, I have worked them out to four significant figures in
order to get the most accurate average. The latter figure, on the run with the dry
rail, falls short of the continuous rating figure by just about the same amount as
performance on the Brighton voltage normally falls short of that on the Bournemouth
line at this speed, so we can be reasonably satisfied with the result. Equally, it is
the case that one run proves nothing, and it is impossible to have too many when
seeking to ensure a statistically valid sample in making value judgements of this
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kind.

I shall return for more at the first opportunity, though when that will be now

remains to be seen.
Cynics would say that any idea as sensible as using spare locos and stock in

the rush hour was doomed from the outset, and certainly the Brighton line took an
early opportunity to reverse this particular quick change. But even if I do not get
another chance, the few runs in the bag have perhaps proved one thing after all.
Where the run in table 2 was unusual for being driven hard all the way, the class 73
runs were driven hard (slipping permitting) and were typical for it, and I quote this

as proof of a belief long held: that no line, no matter how justifiably bad its
reputation for slovenly schedules and running, is without drivers who will rise to
the opportunity to go harder once it is provided. This more than anything else is

the achievement of the electro-diesel summer on the Brighton line, and I hope that
we shall all have the opportunity for more.

Let's Go for Green
If Bulleid could introduce a '4Buf' unit with vehicles in two different liveries,
then the SEG's current presentation of the '5 Cor' on the Nene Valley Railway
follows a good precedent. Admittedly, we have not gone about it in quite the same
way as Bulleid; he had a malachite green buffet car in an otherwise olive green
train. We, conversely, have the outer three coaches in malachite and the inner
trailers in olive.

This, then, is the result of the "Paint In" week of 12-18 May. A team of four,
Mark Davies, Tom Scarf (a new recruit to the preservationist elite), Graham Wootton
and yours truly, set to on a warm and sunny Monday morning preparing the south

side of the eastward-facing motor coach, 11201, The coaches were last painted in
1976/77 and the weather-beaten south-facing side was in a parlous state, with
paint peeling off in several places.
Mark had thoughtfully arranged for the coaches to be parked in the platform at
Wansford station. This made for easy access to the bodysides - a luxury not
enjoyed when trying to paint them at Ashford.

Power tools were another luxury, if

not a necessity to make reasonable and satisfying progress in view of the small team
we had. By midday Tuesday, and after much rubbing down, priming, filling of screw

holes and making level where paintwork had flaked away, we were in a position to
get out the undercoat paint. By Wednesday evening the first of the gloss coat was
being applied
I must admit some hesitancy as I opened the tin of gloss. When arranging the
olive green paint last time, I had ordered a special batch of coach paint, matched to
a sample of olive uncovered on one of the cab doors on 11161. For malachite I had
not managed to find a good sample, but a good friend of mine in the Wight Locomotive Society had already researched malachite green, and found an acceptably
close match available in the standard range of International Pinchin Johnson,

"Finishing Clover Green". On trying to obtain this I found it no longer available,
but John T Keep do a "Royal Victor Green" which is probably a better match.

Against a sample of malachite paint unearthed at Selhurst a few years back it is
only just ever so slightly darker. However, when buying the paint, the colour chart
on the wall bore little resemblance to malachite, so it was with relief that I found
the paint to be a most pleasingly malachite hue.
Mark had to return to work for a couple of days, but meanwhile we moved on
to preparing the 'Cor ' composite, 11825. From the outset we had to accept that
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our priority was to get a protective coat of paint back on and to make the unit
presentable,- With our limited manpower it was not going to be possible to fill and
smooth every last irregularity, however desirable that 'professional ' finish might

be. Nonetheless, when we encountered a really bad panel - and there was at least
one on each coach - we could not begin to try to do justice to appearance without
completely stripping the whole panel. The process was, unfortunately, quite time
consuming; for example, all of Wednesday morning was spent at the task. Here we
met the only disadvantage of the glorious weather that we were basking in; blow
torches, however efficient at paint stripping they be, are strictly taboo due to the
fire risk. We had to resort to chemical paint stripper, which dried in the sun before
it could attack the paint Paint stripping was a patient game of mechanically
chipping away what we could and repetitively soaking the rest with stripper.
By Friday, the team, now strengthened by another regular, Steve Ricketts,
was making headway on three coaches; gloss going on 11201, undercoat on 11825,
and down the other end of the platform preparation work proceeding on the west end
motor coach, 11161. On Saturday we had a team of seven in action - with another
welcome newcomer, Don Ware, starting to erect some shelving in our CCT to
permit the proper storage of our various spares. As the week wore on, so our
enthusiasm increased; each day we started earlier and finished later. By Saturday
we were so determined to finish under-coating 11161 that we did not down brushes
until the last light faded at 21 30 - with scarcely time to order a meal at the "Haycock" down in Wansford village (indeed, part of the team did not succeed, they had
to organise something later back at the station) and a well earned pint. By Sunday
afternoon we finally completed painting the south sides of 11201, 11825 and 11161
(including the front end of 11161). I must now start organising the lettering and
numbering. Luckily, I can get some of the transfers from my WLS friend - unlike
the south side of 11201 (lettered when in olive) where I had to hand-make all the
transfers, or sign
write directly for the larger numbers.
Now that leaves just a few more sides to repaint. The north sides may be
easier, but we have still got the south ones to finish first. The number's
Romford 48067 if you can catch me one weekday evening - anyone fancy joining
the gang?
PRESERVATION FOOTNOTES

We regret that we still cannot report any progress with negotiations to purchase
trailer third 10096 from Andrew Johnston, and it is possible that Andrew will not be
selling the coach until the end of this operating season. Further information will be
given as soon as possible.
Don Ware can offer lifts from the Winchester area to Wansford for working
party weekends. Anyone interested should 'phone Winchester 68800 in the evening.
Free lifts from London are still available; contact lain Whitlam or Mark Davies for
details
We have recently exchanged our CCT No M37141 with Resco (Railways) Ltd
for similar vehicle M37011 which is in better condition. It was built by
Metropolitan-Cammell in 1938 - the same year as 3142,!
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Regional Review
STOCK NOTES
'4Cig' 7423, which was involved in the Hampton Court collision last year,
was written off in March 1980, though it is still shown in some official lists.
Driving trailer 76773 is presently formed in 7435, and the other three vehicles have
been stored damaged at Plumstead.
In consequence of the introduction of 508 units, conversion of the BR 'Sap's
to 'Hap's, a need for extra boat train stock on the South Eastern Division and
other main line stock alterations, including more 'Vep' workings on the Reading
line, there was a considerable real location of stock with effect from 12 May.
Real locations were: 4671 SU to WD; 5037-41 SU to SG; 5131-33 WD to SU; 5143,
5218/25 SG to SU; 5263 WD to SU; 6019-21/24/25/28-31/33-43/45-52 WD to Bl;
6026/27/32/44 RE to Bl; 6064-66,7010 Bl to RE; 7049 FR to Bl; 7101/03-10 Bl to
RE; 7357 Bl to FR; 7377-90 FR to Bl; 7424-26 Bl to FR; 7438 FR to Bl; 7750-52
Bl to FR; 7753-55 WD to FR; 7756-64 Bl to FR; 7779/80 Bl to RE; 7807-09 WD to Bl.

In addition 'Sub' 4672 is on loan from SU to WD, and 6019/20/64 and 7438 remain
at their previous depots on loan. It is anticipated that these loans will end during
June. It was proposed to transfer 'EPB' 5150 to Selhurst, but 5143 was substituted.
The re-allocations see the refurbished '4EPB' units at Selhurst and all of the 'Cep's
at Ramsgate again.
Following the above alterations depot allocations were as follows (figures in
brackets indicate the numbers of units of each type and in total at each depot):BOURNEMOUTH (BM) (86): ' 4 T C ' 401-34 (34); '4Rep' 3001-15 (15);
'4Vep' 7701-20/32-38/40-49 (37)
BRIGHTON (Bl)(222): '2Hap' 6019-63 (45); '4Bep' 7001-09 (9); '4Big' 7031-49
(19); '4Cig' 7301-32/34-36/58-64/66-7406/27-38 (95); '4Vep ' 7721-31/81-87,
7800-09/70-83 (42); '4Veg' 7901-12 (12)
EASTLEIGH (EH) (16): ' 3 H ' 1101/02/24-33 (12); ' 3 T ' 1401-04(4)

EAST WIMBLEDON (WD)(214): '4Sub' 4617-21/23/26-33/35-39/41/43/45/48-51,
4653-60/64/66/68-71 (40); '4EPB ' 5101/02/04-29,5339/40 (30); '2EPB' 56705684,5749-52/55-60/81-95 (40); '2Hap' 6001-16/18 (17); '4Vep' 7810-53 (44);
'508' 8001-43 (43)
FRATTON (FR) (49): '4Big' 7050-58 (9); '4Cig' 7337-57,7407-22/24-26 (40);
'4Vep' 7750-64 (15) The official list still includes 7423 (see above)
RAMSGATE (RE) (274 & 10 MLV): '2Hap' 6064-6173 (110); '4Bep' 7010-22 (13);
'4Cep' 1506-10,1605-08,7101/03-10/12-25/27-32/34-39/42-53/55/57-62/64-80,
7182-7203/05-10 (108); '4Vep' 7765-80,7854-69/84-94 (43); 'MLV 68001-10 (10)
RYDE (RY) (11): ' 3 T i s ' 031-35 (5); '4Vec' 041-46 (6)
ST LEONARDS (SE)(59): ' 6 S ' 1001/02/05-07 (5); ' 6 L ' 1011-19/31/32 (11);

' 6 B ' 1033-37 (5); ' 3 H ' 1105-10/12-20/23 (16); '3H(M)' 1111 (1); ' 3 R ' 1205/06
(2); ' 3 D ' 1301-19 (19)
SELHURST (SU)(159): '4Sub' 4277-81/83-91/93-99,4672-75/77-84/87/89/92/93,
4695-97,4701/05/09/10/14/16/19/21/22/25/26/30/32/33/35/38/39/42/43/47/49-51,
4754 (64); '4EPB' 5001-22/24-36,5131-33/43,5218/25/63 (42); '2 Sap' 5604-35
(32);

'2EPB' 5651-69,5753/54 (21)

SLADE GREEN (SG)(269): '4EPB' 5037-46/48-53,5134-40/42/44-66/68-5203,
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5205-17/19-24/26-62/64,5301-38/41-70 (208); '2EPB ' 5702/03/05-07/10/12-48,
5761-65/67-79 (61)

WATERLOO (WC) (28 cars): Motor 51-62 (12 cars); Trailer 71-85 (16 cars)
It will be noted that this list does not take account of temporary allocations
or of units temporarily disbanded or awaiting decision.
Units fitted with AWS recently are: 5225,5675,5743/91,7763/64.

'4Cep's

are fitted with AWS in course of being refurbished, but 7153 does not have AWS.
The position regarding the types of AWS equipment fitted to units is no longer as
simple as stated in "Southern Region Multiple-Unit Trains". 1127-33 remain the
only units with Westinghouse equipment. Units with Simplified Brake Equipment

are '3H(M)' 1111, refurbished '4Cep's, 78xx 'Vep's on Central and South
Eastern Divisions, 'EPB' units 5112/28,5751/52, and Central and South Eastern

Division 'EPB' units except 5131-33, All other units have Baldwin equipment.
(Obviously, this only applies to units within the specified categories that have been
fitted with AWS - most Central and South Eastern units do not have AWS equipment
yet, and it is isolated on the units that do have it.)
During the week ending 17 April '4EPB' 5325 was reformed with MBSO

61996 (ex 5360) in place of 61561 . During the following week temporary 'Cig'
7300 was correctly reformed as '4Big' 7040, and TSO 70995 (ex 7365) is now
stored at Selhurst. Following the collision at Portsmouth on 28 April, '4Vep'
7840 was reformed: 76689/62341/70887 (ex 7736)/76363 (ex 7736). The other

vehicles from 7736 and 7840 are stored damaged at Fratton. Whilst being overhauled
at Eastleigh Works in May, '4EPB' 5157 was permanently reformed with trailer
15381 (ex 5203) in place of 15285 .

By the end of April ' 6 S ' 1001 was correctly reformed and ' 3 R ' 1206
reinstated. 1205 remains out of service and 1017/33 are still formed as noted in
LR 54.

The ' 6 B ' buffet cars will remain in service until the first week in July, at

least The possibility of firms sponsoring refurbishing of the vehicles in return for
advertising space inside and outside is being examined.
Final 508 deliveries were: 8040/41 on 24 April and 8042/43 by 1 May. Further
units commissioned have been 8001 (by 17 April), 8019/34 (by 24 April), 8018 (by
1 May), 8024/25/30/35 (by 12 May), 8031 (by 19 May) and 8028 (by 26 May) .

The only units with the rheostatic brake operative at present are: 8001/04/08-15 .
All units that were stored at Basingstoke were moved back to East Wimbledon
towards the end of April, and on 9 May 8005 was hauled from East Wimbledon to
Selhurst via Beddington Lane by 73104. As at 22 May, 8005 was still at Selhurst
and other units not released to traffic were 8006/26/27 at Strawberry Hill and
8002/29/36-43 at East Wimbledon. Due to coupling difficulties, a CM&EE

representative has to be present when units are being coupled, and this can only be
done in platforms 1-6, 13 & 15 at Waterloo and on lines at Strawberry Hill and
Wimbledon Park where at least six coaches can be stood on straight track. The
Down Portsmouth Loop platform at Eastleigh and the platforms at Isleworth are
being altered to accommodate 508 units.

Recently refurbished and renumbered '4Cep's are: 411 501 which is formed

61041 (ex 7001)/70041 (ex7001)/70034 (ex7102)/61042 (ex 7001), 411511 (7142),
411512 (7119), 411513 (7129), 411514(7122), 411515 (7131), 411601 (7195),
411602 (7171 reformed), 411603 (7210 reformed), 411604 (7173) & 411605 (7163).
Details of the formations of 411 602/03 are not yet
known. Units 7117/18/60 ha
been despatched to Swindon Works recently. In some operating documents the

refurbished 'Cep's are designated '4Cep(R)'. Surprisingly, the units are not
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being rewired during refurbishing. Some phase I units are understood to have
been out-shopped from Swindon with Mk4 bogies, instead of "Commonwealth",
and it is possible that when the 'Bep's are refurbished the buffet cars will be
remounted on B5 bogies.
'3 H(M) ' 1111 was in passenger service between Ashford and Hastings on
2 May.
Further stock cleared from Micheldever Sidings is Pullman Car 337, which
was at Basingstoke in mid-April, and 'Sub' vehicles 8913/24/45,10318,
11347/48/89/90 which were hauled to Hoo Junction on 20 May. De-icing unit 012
was not moved from Eastleigh to Banbury until 16 May (see LR 54, p111).
De-icing unit 002 has been broken up in the sidings at Tennison Road, Norwood
Junction, and other vehicles being broken up there are: 8965,9020,11312/84,
14406 and 15331.
'4Veg' 7903 has been repainted in revised livery and '4Sub' 4278 received
a C1 overhaul at Eastleigh Works during May, The last BR 'Sap's were 5904/06,
both of which were awaiting admission to Eastleigh Works for overhaul and
conversion to 'Hap' at the end of May. The last units to be converted at depots
were 5950 at East Wimbledon on 16 May and 5913 at Slade Green on 17 May.
Driving trailer 76491 of '4Vep' 7781 has had its corridor windows fitted with single
panes of glass, but no other windows in the unit have been modified. ' Vep' motor
coaches 62128-40, in units 7708-20, have been re-classified 'EB-7A' from 'EB' .
Smoking accommodation in '4TC ' 429 is confined to two second class compartments.
With the introduction of the 508 units and redeployment of other stock, a
number of units will be available in addition to the normal maintenance allocation
for heavy cleaning. 'Cig's, 'Hap's and South Western Division 'Sub's and 'Vep's

are programmed for heavy cleaning.
INTERESTING WORKINGS
A '4EPB' was an unusual visitor to Reigate on 17 April, whan the 1835
London Bridge to Crawley was diverted to that station. On 14 May the 1425 London

Bridge to Three Bridges was formed '4Sub ' , and on 18 May '8Sub' worked a
special duty, 1720 Horsham to Billingshurst and thence to Three Bridges in
connection with engineering works on the Mid-Sussex line. Later that day, the
2252 East Grinstead to Victoria was diverted via Crystal Palace and called at all
stations, presumably due to cancellation of a suburban train. On 20 May the 1838
Victoria to Brighton was worked by two diesel units, believed to be Western Region
DMMUs.
'4Veg' 7905 worked to Waterloo on 15 April, with the 11 18 from Horsham
and 1408 return service. Unusual workings to Bournemouth have included ' 4 C i g '
7379 on the 1242 stopping service from Waterloo on 19 April and '2Sap' 5913 on
the 1635 from Winchester on 2 May. In consequence of main line stock covering

508 diagrams, 'Cig's and 'Vep's have been reported on most South Western
Division suburban lines. While the 'Sap's were being converted back to 'Hap's
both types of unit could be found working together, examples including 'Cig/Hap/
Sap' 7421/6011/5906 on the 0833 from Shepperton on 12 May, and four types of
unit in one train, 'Vep/EPB/Sap/Hap' 7816/5340/5904/6018 on 1754 Waterloo
to Eastleigh on 16 May.
The 0720 Ramsgate to Victoria often conveys an ' MLV , but on 15 April it

was formed ' 2 MLV/8 Vep'.
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On 20 April the 1640 Bristol to Portsmouth was hauled by 31 418, which is
allocated to Gateshead depot, and 33207 worked the 1810 Waterloo to Exeter.
47100 was an unusual visitor to the Epsom line on 17 May, when it ran light to
Horsham and returned with an empty fertilizer train.
On 3 May there was a bicycle rally from London to Brighton, Special trains
on 3 & 4 May conveyed the cyclists back to London Bridge and van trains, hauled by
class 73 locomotives, were provided for the bicycles. The latter were 1852 SO and
1725 Sun. '8Cep' worked a mystery excursion from Ramsgate on 26 May,
providing an unprecedented sight at the eventual destination - Lymington Pier.

A class 33 locomotive hauled a train formed FK/RMB/BCK from Waterloo to
Waterloo via Eastleigh and Havant on 17 April, for filming purposes. The length of
the train and brevity of stops indicates that internal sequences were probably required.
Southern Television filming took place in the buffet of ' 6 B ' 1036 on 23 April, as the
unit worked the 0820 from Hastings. The buffet attendant had come in early to make
sure that everything was ready, so refreshments were available on the preceding
workings, 0555 Hastings to Tonbridge and 0705 return. Publicity photographs were
taken at Lyndhurst Road on 16 May and down stopping trains were retimed slightly
to allow time for them to be posed for the cameras.
Inspection saloon TDB975025 broke new ground on 15 April, when it and
a class 33 were used on a tour of inspection from Wimbledon West Yard to Frost
Lane on the Fawley branch, Dorchester Junction and Yeovil, returning via Tisbury.
In connection with the Canterbury & Whitstable celebrations, '4Cep' 1506 was on
display in Canterbury West goods yard from 3 to 5 May. Refurbished '4EPB ' 5225
was inspected at Waterloo on 12 May, in company of the other refurbished unit, 5263,
and unrefurbished 5179.
Numerous empty workings were required in connection with the real locations
in May, though the Central and South Western Divisions managed to exchange some
units by means, of booked workings via Portsmouth Harbour. Special empty workings
were programmed as follows, but they did not necessarily all take place as scheduled.
On 9 May '8Vep' 7779/80 was to run from Reigate to Ramsgate following an evening
peak hour working. Movements from Wimbledon Park on 10 May were '12Cig' to
Streatham Hill, '8EPB' to Selhurst and two trains of '12Hap' to Brighton. '8Sub'
4671/72 was booked to Wimbledon Park from Selhurst, and '4Vep' to Wimbledon
Park from Streatham Hill. '4Hap/4Bep' 6065/66/7010 and '12Cep' were booked
to Ramsgate from Brighton and Preston Park respectively, and '8Hap' 6026/27/32/44
was to run from Ramsgate to Brighton.
On 11 May Selhurst was to despatch '8EPB' and '12EPB' to Slade Green,
and to receive '8EPB ' from Wimbledon Park. Other workings from Wimbledon
Park were '8Cig' to Streatham Hill, '8Cig' and '8Cig/4Big' to Victoria Central
Division (the 'Big'- being 7049) and '12Hap' to Brighton. Workings from Brighton
were '12 Vep' to Wimbledon Park and two lots of '12Cep' to Ramsgate.
Engineering work between Wimbledon and Raynes Park on 13 April resulted in
most down main line trains running via Chertsey. Epsom and Chessington services
terminated at Raynes Park and Hampton Court trains detached a portion for the
Kingston Loop at New Malden. On the same day Weymouth trains were diverted via
Havant. Work at Northam on 20 April and 11 May resulted in Waterloo/Weymouth
and some Portsmouth/Bristol services running via Chandlers Fordo Other Bristol
trains were diverted via Basingstoke, and cross-country trains to and from Poole
ran via Salisbury. Weymouth trains were again diverted via Havant on 18 May, as
was the Stirling to Brockenhurst 'Motorail' train which was also diverted via Kew
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East and Chertsey,
June and July.

Similar diversions via Havant will take place on Sundays in

On both the Central and South Eastern sides, re-signalling works have
disrupted services to and from Victoria most weekends. On 4 May trains from
Victoria to Clapham Junction were diverted via Stewarts Lane until 0530 and the
2330 (previous day) from Manchester to Brighton ran via Factory Junction and Tulse

Hill. The South London line was closed and Chatham line trains diverted to Blackfriars on 19/20 April and 10, 11, 17 & 18 May. Boat trains ran to Victoria via
Crystal Palace on all three weekends. On 17 May some main line trains were able
to run to and from Victoria during the afternoon and evening, but next day things
were complicated by closure of the Catford Loop between Brixton and Nunhead.
Also on 18 May Central Division services were operating over the slow lines only
between Battersea Park and Balham. Various services were cancelled and Oxted
line and Brighton stopping trains were diverted to London Bridge. Closure of the
line between Selhurst/Norwood Junction and Sutton caused further disruption.
During a previous closure of this line, on 20 April, trains had been diverted to
work a "roundabout" service from Victoria via Selhurst and Crystal Palace, and
vice versa, but other works on 18 May made this impracticable.
Due to work between New Cross and Lewisham on 3,4,5,10 & 11 May trains
ran on the fast lines and were unable to call at New Cross or St Johns. Hayes
trains were diverted via Parks Bridge Junction and all trains via Lewisham had to
run via the reversible line and St Johns flyover. A shuttle service with 10 minute
frequency ran between London Bridge and New Cross. On Saturdays special buses
were provided between St Johns, Lewisham and Ladywell, but on Sundays and
Bank Holiday Monday passengers had to use the normal LTE bus services.
Fast trains between Charing Cross and Ashford were diverted via Maidstone
East on 18 May due to a possession between Staplehurst and Headcorn.
In consequence of Western Region crews working Brighton/Manchester trains
to and from East Croydon with effect from 12 May, there have been frequent route
learning trips from Reading to East Croydon using single DMMU cars. On 15 May
Western Region track-testing coach DW139, with three WR coaches, was hauled
by a class 47 locomotive from Reading to Reading via Eastleigh, Havant and
Guildford, and then back round the circuit in the opposite direction.
During April '4PEP ' 4002 (still not renumbered 057) was used for riding
tests between Farnham and Alton, and in May was engaged in "curving tests"
between New Malden and Twickenham, and Strawberry Hill and Fulwell. The
latter tests seem to comprise going round curves rather fast During the early hours
of 18 May the check rail was removed from the up line between Fulwell Junction and
Strawberry Hill and the unit made runs round the curve at speeds up to 35 mph
INCIDENTS

10 Apr: There was a train fire at Christchurch. Central Division services were
delayed by sheep on the line between Billingshurst and Pulborough, and children
on the line at Earlswood.
11 Apr: A train was derailed at Coulsdon North and there was a lineside fire
between Littlehaven and Faygate.
12 Apr: Traction current was discharged for 40 minutes at Denmark Hill while the
police and fire brigade persuaded a 16 year old girl not to jump from a bridge onto
the railway Iine.
14 Apr: A lineside fire at Sutton delayed trains up to an hour, due to traction current

being discharged.
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16 Apr: Sheep strayed onto the Mid Sussex line again, between Pulborough and
Amberley.
17 Apr: A wagon derailed at Swanscombe, closing the line in the morning. Some
trains were diverted via Sole Street.
18 Apr: Motor coach 62412 of 'Cig' 7424 derailed in sidings at New Cross Gate
during the afternoon, trapping other stock. Some peak hour services were cancelled.
20 Apr: Trespassers on the line between Catford Bridge and Ladywell delayed trains.
21 Apr: A dispute over rosters involving drivers at Tunbridge Wells West resulted in

cancellation of most services on the Oxted line.
22 Apr: '8Sub' derailed at Dorking in the morning, while shunting from sidings.
One coach of unit 4636 had all wheels off the rails. All lines were blocked until 1630.
28 Apr: The 0820 from Waterloo collided with the 1005 to Waterloo at Portsmouth
Harbour, damaging 'Vep's 7736 and 7840. The 1651 London Bridge to St Helier (a
short working due to an engineer's possession) failed between Peckham Rye and
East Dulwich. The unit involved was alleged to be '4Cig' 7401
29 Apr: The 1025 Victoria to Littlehampton ran by signals at Arundel Junction and

through trailing points at Littlehampton Junction which were set for the other line.
No trains served Littlehampton until 1500 and Victoria - Bognor Regis stopping

trains did not serve Littlehampton for the rest of the day. A leaking gas main at
Galley Hill closed the line between Bexhill and Bopeep Junction from 1700 until
about 1900.
4 May: There was a traction current failure in the East Croydon area early in the
morning.
9 May: A signals failure at Bank during the morning trapped a train in the tunnel
for half an hour, and the Waterloo & City line was closed for several days following
this.
12 May: Due to a signalling failure in the Brixton area during the morning, trains
were badly delayed and some were diverted via Stewarts Lane. A drivers' dispute
at Tonbridge caused many Reading line trains to be cancelled and crews would not
allow trains between Reading and Gatwick Airport to make extra stops in lieu.
The dispute was not settled until midnight on 23 May, and cancellations continued
until then.
13 May: A freight train derailed between Lenham and Charing,
14 May: A significant number of trains ran on the Southern on the TUC "Day of
Action", though many were lightly patronised as passengers had not expected any
service and had made alternative arrangements. The availability of signalmen was
the main factor affecting whether lines were open. The line from Strood to Paddock
Wood was closed during the morning due to signal-boxes being closed, and in the

evening all Chatham line trains had to run via the Catford Loop, apparently due to
closure of Herne Hill signal-box,
23 May: A displaced conductor rail near Pulborough delayed evening services.
24 May: The class 33s on the Exeter to Brighton train apparently failed. The
train did not pass Durrington at the usual time, but 75 minutes later a class 47

was seen with what looked like the Exeter train.
TIMETABLES AND DIAGRAMS

Booked 508 workings now cover a significant proportion of South Western
Division 'main line' suburban services. Until the full fleet is in service some
diagrams are being covered by 'Sub's, but two Monday to Friday diagrams are
being worked by main line stock, '4Cig/4Hap' and '4Cig/4Vep'.

In consequence,

'Sub's temporarily see quite extensive use at weekends.
With the introduction of class 50s on the Waterloo - Exeter service, class 33s
no longer have passenger workings to Newton Abbot and Barnstaple. However, as
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part of a Portsmouth/Bristol diagram, a class 33 hauls the 1738 SX Bristol to
Weston-super-Mare and 1838 SX return.
From 12 October certain Sunday trains between Paddington and the West of
England are diverted between Westbury and Exeter via Salisbury. Only the 09 15
HST from Plymouth to Paddington is advertised to call at Salisbury, but Salisbury
times of other trains are:-

arr
0334
0726
0926
1010
1202

dep
-

0401
0744
0936
1020
1212

2045 (Sat) Penzance - Paddington
0555 empty stock Exeter St Davids - Reading or Swindon
0650 HST Plymouth - Paddington
0800/0814 HST Paddington - Plymouth
0945/1005 HST Paddington - Penzance

The BR "talking timetable" telephone service has been extended to cover
certain Southern Region main line services from London. A taped message lasting
about one minute gives basic information on train times. Numbers and services are:01-928
01-928
01-928
01-928

2113
3424
4432
4515

Victoria to Gatwick Airport
Victoria to Brighton
Waterloo to Portsmouth
Waterloo to Southampton and Bournemouth

An interesting ticket issued during the period of the Canterbury & Whitstable
celebrations was a "Special Excursion : Covered Carriage" available by service
trains from Strood, Bearsted, Headcorn, West St Leonards or any station east
thereof to Canterbury East or West or Whitstable and back Tickets were valid for
one day only and break of journey was not permitted. They were season ticket size
and the reverse side was a reproduction of a C&W first day ticket. The price was
1p for each year since the C&W opened
STATIONS, TRACK AND SIGNALLING

Kent: All overhead traction lines at Faversham and Sittingbourne have now been
removed Public freight facilities at Tunbridge Wells were withdrawn in May.
AWS equipment was brought into use at certain signals between Penshurst,
Tonbridge, High Brooms and Ashford on 18 May. The refurbished buffet at Chatham
has been opened; it is named the "Ensign Bar". Public address systems have been
installed at Kidbrooke and Eltham Well Hall.
Bromley North: Following an appeal, British Rail have obtained planning permission
for a comprehensive station redevelopment. In addition to a new station, 60,000
square feet of offices and road/rail interchange facilities are proposed.
Victoria Re-signalling: The new signalling centre at Clapham Junction assumed
control of the first part of its territory on 17 May, when it replaced Stewarts Lane
and Factory Junction signal-boxes and the Eastern side panel at Victoria signal-box.
At the same time the Up Chatham Slow line was made reversible between
Factory Junction and Battersea Pier Junction. On the following day the South
London line between Battersea Park and Peckham Rye was re-designated the Atlantic
line (presumably, this has something to do with Atlantic Road, Brixton) and the
new signalling centre assumed control of it between Battersea Park and Clapham,
both exclusive. On 1 June new connections were installed at Factory Junction
permitting trains to run between the Atlantic and Stewarts Lane lines The revised
layouts at Battersea Pier Junction and Factory Junction are illustrated overleaf.
Caterham: New signalling and a revised track layout were introduced on 18 May,
as illustrated overleaf. During the previous week platform 1 and the up siding had
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been disconnected and trains
signalled in and out of platform 2 by a hand-signalman.
Brighton Line Re-signalling: A contract for the equipment, at Three Bridges

signalling centre was let to Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co Ltd in March.

In

addition to the rearrangement of tracks between Coulsdon and Gloucester Road
Junction, the re-signalling will include new layouts at Redhill, Earlswood, Three
Bridges, Balcombe Tunnel Junction, Haywards Heath, Preston Park, Brighton and

Hove. There will be a reduction of 6½ miles of running line and almost 2 miles of
points and crossovers in consequence. Platforms will be extended at Norwood
Junction, East Croydon, Purley, Coulsdon North, Redhill, Earlswood, Three Bridges,
Brighton and Hove. Relay rooms will be located at Norwood Junction, Selhurst,
East Croydon, South Croydon, Purley, Coulsdon, Redhill, Earlswood, Three Bridges,
Haywards Heath, Brighton and Hove. The scheme also includes provision of point
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heaters, standby electricity supplies, public address systems and train departure
indicators. Re-signalling should allow the journey time for fast trains between
London and Brighton to be reduced by 6 minutes down and 5 minutes up.
Wimbledon: The new connections at Wimbledon 'C' comprise a "ladder" crossover
from the Up Through line to the Up Streatham line, but there is no access to
Wimbledon West Yards It is understood that up freight trains run into the yard by
means of reversal in Wimbledon station.
North Camp: On 7 May the new intermediate block colour light signals between
Wokingham and Ash Junction were brought into use and North Camp signal-box
abolished. Track circuit block working was introduced between Wokingham and Ash
Crossing signal-boxes. The level crossing at North Camp is now controlled from
Ash Crossing, being supervised by means of CCTV. Ash Crossing has also assumed
control of all connections at North Camp except the trailing connection from the Up
Siding. This is clipped and padlocked, pending installation of a ground frame.
AWS equipment was brought into use at signals in the area on 8 May.
Southampton: The Down line from Northam Junction to the site of Southampton
Tunnel Junction was realigned to give a larger radius curve on 27 April. The Up
line was similarly realigned on 11 May. The new retaining wall east of Southampton
Tunnel was under construction during May.
Station Signs: The Southern Railway bullseyes under the canopies at Gravesend
have been replaced by small black and white signs which utilise the same fittings.
All remaining green signs have been removed from East Dulwich, including the
large facade sign.
CORRIGENDA

LR 54, p84

5134 is en route from Sevenoaks to Blackfriars.

p101

508 units stored or being commissioned at Wimbledon on 10 April
were: 8005/24/25/30/31/36/37

p103

The inventor of the "bouncing bomb" spelled his name "Barnes
Wallis".
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Front: 73 129 at Windsor on a Royal Train working to Southampton Docks, 7 August
1974. In this issue of "Live Rail" Michael Oakley considers class 73 performances
on more plebeian duties on the Brighton Iine. Photo: J Scrace
Rear: The Bulleid/Raworth electric locomotives saw frequent use on the Brighton
line, with Newhaven boat trains. CC2/20002 is seen soon after nationalisation.
Note the lack of numbers. Photo: Lens of Sutton
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